A Time-To-Rollover (TTR) metric is proposed as the basis to assess rollover threat for an articulated heavy vehicle. The TTR metric accurately "counts-down" toward rollover regardless of vehicle speed and steering patterns, so that the level of rollover threat is accurately presented. There are two conflicting requirements in the implementation of TTR. On the one hand, a super-real-time model is needed. On the other hand, the TTR predicted by this model needs to be accurate enough under all driving scenarios. An innovative approach is proposed in this paper to solve this dilemma and the design process is illustrated in an example. First, a simple yet reasonably accurate yaw/roll model is identified. A Neural Network (NN) is then developed to mitigate the accuracy problem of this simple model. The NN takes the TTR generated by the simple model, vehicle roll angle, and change of roll angle to generate an enhanced NN-TTR index. The NN was trained and verified under a variety of driving patterns. It was found that an accurate TTR is achieved across all the driving scenarios we tested.
INTRODUCTION
The safe operation of articulated heavy vehicles has been a major concern due to their large size and weight.
Recent statistics on truck and bus crashes [1] show that rollover occurred in 53.8% of the first harmful event of noncollision type crashes. Furthermore, the fatality rate of rollover accidents was found to be significantly higher than non-rollover cases. Therefore, active counter-measures for rollover crashes are crucial for safe highway operations.
The research results to be reported in this paper focus on the development of a rollover threat metric utilizing advanced techniques to improve the vehicle status assessment. The developed metric can be used as the basis for rollover warning or rollover prevention systems. 1 Assistant Professor, Department of Vehicle Engineering, National Taipei University of Technology, Taipei 106, TAIWAN, 886-2-27712171 Ext. 3622, bochen@ntut.edu.tw.
continue at their present speed and stay on the same path. TLC utilizes vehicle yaw dynamics for motion prediction.
Lin [13] [14] [15] [16] defined TLC as the time remaining until the vehicle CG crosses the lane edge, assuming the steering wheel angle remains constant.
These techniques are used to help develop the TTR metric for assessing the rollover threat. Presumably, the TTR metric should be accurate across a wide array of rollover conditions. If TTR does not perform well, an artificial NN will be added to process the model-based TTR.
Definition of Time-To-Rollover
Tire lift-off is defined as the unacceptable rollover event in this paper. To be more precise, the term "Time-ToRollover" actually means "Time-To-Wheel-lift-off." This definition will not result in any major change in the overall algorithm development. A more aggressive or more conservative roll event definition can be used and the design process to be described below will remain the same.
After a "rollover" (or, wheel-lift-off) has occurred, a true-TTR can be computed in an after-the-fact manner. In other words, whenever the vehicle roll angle exceeds the defined threshold value, we can roll back the clock and define a point 0.5 sec before this tire-lift-off incident to have a "true-TTR" of 0.5 sec, i.e. the vehicle rolls over 0.5 sec later. This is like drawing a straight line with slope -1 on the time-TTR plot from the rollover instant (see Fig.   1 ). Ideally, if we can re-construct the TTR in real-time and in a predictive manner, the severity of the rollover threat can be accurately represented and reported. 
Fig. 1 Definition of TTR
The TTR metric is defined as following: assuming the input steering angle stays fixed at its current level in the foreseeable future, the time which takes for the vehicle sprung mass to reach its critical roll angle is defined as TTR.
The flow chart of the TTR calculation algorithm is shown in Fig. 2 . The vehicle model takes the necessary initial conditions and driver's steering input at each sampling time. Then the algorithm integrates the model for up to X sec into the future, by assuming constant steering during the integration time horizon. Under normal driving conditions, the TTR is usually very large and may even approach infinity. For example, if the driver is driving straight, there is no roll motion at all and the TTR is approaching infinity. For implementation considerations, we saturate the TTR at X sec. In other words, we will only integrate the vehicle model for up to X sec. If the vehicle does not roll over in the foreseeable future, the TTR is determined to be X sec. The roll angle threshold can be specified differently for different vehicles, or for different aggressiveness of roll motion predictions. 
Fig. 2 Flow chart for the TTR calculation
The vehicle model can be either a nonlinear complex or a linear simple model. In order to predict a TTR of (up to) 3 seconds, one needs to predict vehicle response quickly. As mentioned in Section 1, if TTR is updated every 50 ms, the vehicle model needs to be 60 times faster than real-time. Therefore, we can only afford to use the simple model to calculate the TTR metric. The simple model can be obtained by system identification techniques or Newtonian/Lagrangian approaches (deriving the equations of motion).
Neural Network TTR
If the simple model does not capture enough of the dynamics of the full nonlinear complex model, the TTR from the simple model (simple TTR) might not be accurate enough. When the simple TTR fails to satisfy the desired TTR characteristic, which is a straight line of slope = -1 for rollover cases and a straight line of X sec for non-rollover cases (on a time-TTR plot), a NN is introduced to correct the error between the simple TTR and the desired (true) TTR. The structure of the NN is shown in Fig. 3 . In additional to the simple TTR, the NN also uses the vehicle roll angle and the change of roll angle to produce the NN-TTR. The NN is trained by using training data files with and without rollover incidents, and then verified by using evaluation data files with and without rollover incidents. If the NN is not trained with all maneuvers, it might not perform as expected for the unseen maneuvers. However, it is impossible to train the NN for all the maneuvers.
The training set should include three types of maneuvers: mild, bad, and worst-case (see Fig. 4 ). The motivation for using the worst-case [17,18] maneuver is to help train the NN to be as complete as possible so that the NN can handle the unseen maneuvers as well. After training, the NN will be used to generate a corrected TTR (NN-TTR) across all vehicle speeds and steering patterns. 
Fig. 5 SGUI of ArcSim

Simple model
We chose to develop a model that has decoupled yaw and roll dynamics (see Fig. 6 ). The only input to the model is the steering angle. Other inputs, such as the driver's braking and road super-elevation are neglected. The output of the yaw model is the lateral acceleration, and outputs of the roll model include the roll angle(s) and roll rate(s) of the vehicle. Since the yaw and roll models are actually coupled, the proposed decoupled yaw-roll model may produce less accurate results than an integrated yaw-roll model. However, this simple structure is superior in two aspects: easy model construction and fast computation. The structure of the yaw model depends on the selection of the roll model. Therefore, the roll model needs to be determined first. We constructed four simple roll models (see Fig. 7 ), which include 0, 2, 4, and 8 state variables,
respectively. This set of models represents a progressively closer approximation of the ArcSim model. Model 'A'
(zero DOF) is a single-unit rigid vehicle. In other words, neither suspension/tire compliance nor articulation is included in the model. In Model 'B' (1 DOF), tire compliance is included. Suspension compliance is added to
Model 'B' to obtain Model 'C' (2 DOF). Finally, the vehicle articulation is recognized in Model 'D' (4 DOF).
Fig. 7 Configuration of the four simple roll models
Detail equations of these four roll models are presented in the Appendix A. Here we will just summarize the steady-state roll characteristics of these models. When the steering input is slowly increased, each of these four models will predict lateral acceleration and roll angle thresholds of the semi-trailer for the tire lift-off condition.
These predicted threshold values are listed in Table 1 together with the ArcSim simulation results. It can be seen that at just 4 DOF, Model D is able to predict the steady-state acceleration and roll angle threshold values of the semi-trailer very accurately. Therefore, the roll model shown in Fig Example response from the simple decoupled yaw-roll model under an obstacle avoidance maneuver (vehicle speed at 60 mph with obstacle 1 sec ahead) is shown in Fig. 9 . It can be seen that the response of the simple model is similar to that of the ArcSim model, but the difference is noticeable. As can be seen from Fig. 9 , the difference might arise mainly from the fact that the lateral acceleration response was not predicted accurately. This difference is acceptable because (1) the simple model is computationally about 200 times faster than the ArcSim model and thus can be used for TTR calculation in real-time; and (2) this minor difference in response can be compensated later by a NN and therefore will not cause any performance concern. 
MANEUVER SELECTION
A set of maneuvers was designed to cover a wide array of rollover or near-rollover incidents. These maneuvers can be classified into the following types: ramp steering (i.e., slowly increased steering), ramp entering, obstacle avoidance, and "worst-case" maneuvers (see Fig. 10 ). Each driving pattern consists of multiple cases such that both rollover and non-rollover maneuvers are included.
The ramp entering and obstacle avoidance maneuvers represent driving patterns responsible for common highway rollover incidents. Ramp steering is a slow but sure way to create rollover under normal driving speed, and represents smoothest possible rollover excitations. The "worst-case" maneuvers were generated from the "worstcase evaluation method" proposed in [17,18], which gave the worst possible input within a given steering bound.
This steering maneuver represents the most violent rollover excitations, which would be generated in the event of the most unexpected driving situations. By covering this wide array of smooth/bad/worst-case spectrum of rollover incidents in the maneuver design, the performance of the rollover warning algorithm can be better assessed.
Another important fact to notice is that the steering inputs for the ramp entering and obstacle avoidance maneuvers were obtained indirectly by using a STI driver model [19] to which the desired vehicle trajectory was The fifteen maneuvers used in this paper are summarized in Table 2 . The maneuvers used in training the Neural Network (NN) are marked with "*" in the scenario column. The rest are used as evaluation maneuvers to assess the performance of the trained NN. Note: *Training maneuvers
SIMULATION RESULTS
TTR and ArcSim TTR
Since excessive roll motion usually starts from the semi-trailer unit, we chose to monitor the motion of the semi-trailer. The critical roll angle of the semi-trailer was selected as 5.6 deg from a step steering input with a tire near-lift-off condition. In our implementations, TTR is saturated at 3 sec (see Fig. 12 ). As mentioned in previous sections, TTR can be calculated from either a full nonlinear complex or a linear simple model. Here the simple decoupled yaw-roll model is used for simple TTR calculation. For comparison purposes, we also defined an "ArcSim TTR," which was obtained from the ArcSim model instead of the simple model. Figure 12 shows the comparison between the simple TTR (from the simple model) and the ArcSim TTR for four representative maneuvers. It can be seen that due to the difference between the two models, the simple TTR can be very different from (worse than) the ArcSim TTR. The simple TTR tends to be conservative, i.e., rollovers are predicted to occur sooner than they really do. Another interesting thing to notice is that the slope of the ArcSim TTR always approaches -1 (the desired TTR) when rollover occurs. Figure 12 also shows that the simple model is not accurate enough to generate a true "count-down" toward rollover across the all types of maneuvers. Obviously, a more innovative technique is required to improve the performance of the simple model. Fig. 12 ) was the result of reversing roll dynamics. The roll angle of the trailer was changing from 5.6 deg to -5.6 deg. After the second star mark, the roll angle dropped below 5.6 deg. Therefore, the TTR began counting the rollover threat toward -5.6 deg. After the third star mark, the truck actually rolled over. 
Neural Network TTR
From the TTR results shown in the previous subsection, it is obvious that the simple TTR is not accurate enough. Ideally, an accurate TTR should count down toward rollover incidents under all driving scenarios. In this case study, we limited the scope of driving scenarios to the fifteen cases shown in Table 2 . The purpose is to produce a new TTR that uniformly counts down toward rollover incidents for all the fifteen scenarios.
A NN was constructed to generate the NN-TTR (see Fig. 3 ). The inputs of the NN are simple TTR, roll angle, and change of the roll angle of the semi-trailer. The desired output from the NN is a straight line of slope = -1 for all the training scenarios involving "rollovers" illustrated in Table 2 . For non-rollover training scenarios, the desired output of the NN is a straight line of slope = 0 (i.e. NN-TTR = 3 sec for the simulated time horizon). The purpose of including non-rollover training scenarios is to prevent false alarms (false positive readings).
The NN has two hidden layers with 9 neurons and 1 neuron for the layers 1 and 2, respectively. The functions of the neurons are standard tansig functions. The NN was first trained by using 6 training scenarios listed in Table 2 (without the worst-case training scenario). The training stopped when a pre-set performance threshold was satisfied.
Remaining evaluation scenarios (shown in Table 2 ) were then used to validate the performance of the NN. These maneuvers can be grouped into three categories (see Fig. 4 ) according to the time at which a rollover develops: Mild (ramp steering), Bad (ramp entering and obstacle avoidance), and Worst-Case. Statistical results are reported in Table 3 for these three categories, and representative results for the four driving patterns are shown in Fig. 14 . Table 4 and Fig. 15 . Table 4 shows that the performance of the NN-TTR for the mild categories is deteriorated slightly, the performances for the other two categories are improved significantly with worst-case maneuver included in the training set. Based on the fact that the standard deviation under typical (bad) rollover patterns is only 34 ms, and that under the worst-case is 60 ms, the performance of the proposed NN-TTR is determined to be satisfactory.
CONCLUSIONS
A Time-To-Rollover (TTR) metric was developed in this paper to assess the rollover threat for an articulated vehicle. A simple decoupled yaw-roll model, which is suitable for faster-than-real-time implementation, was developed by using system identification techniques. The yaw model is a 4-state bicycle-towing-unicycle model, freedom for the tractor and trailer units, respectively. This simple model was found to be much faster than real-time on a Pentium class computer and thus can be used for real-time TTR computations. However, the TTR obtained from the simple model (simple TTR) did not accurately reflect rollover threats due to its simplicity. A Neural Network (NN) was then added and trained to generate a uniform TTR (NN-TTR) countdown for an array of test maneuvers, which covered a wide spectrum from very smooth to very violent rollover incidents. The NN takes simple TTR, vehicle roll angle, and change of roll angle as inputs, and produces an output in the shape of a straight line with slope = -1 (the desired TTR). The standard deviation of NN-TTR was found to be about 30 ms for rollover maneuvers commonly seen on highways and 60 ms for the identified worst-case scenario. By including the worst-case maneuvers to complete the NN training, the overall performance of NN-TTR can be improved across the test maneuvers considered in this paper.
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For this model, we assume that the tire stiffness is considered. The axle and the sprung mass, however, are connected together by a rigid suspension. From the roll moment balance around the mass center, we have
At axle lift-off, normal force of the inner tire becomes zero, i.e. 
Similarly, take roll moment balance for the sprung mass C.G., we can get
Finally, at axle lift-off, we have 0 2 
Similarly, moment balance around the trailer unsprung mass C.G. results in
Axle lift-off occurs when the normal force on the trailer axle becomes zero. Therefore, the following condition is satisfied at axle lift-off: 
respectively. At steady-state cornering, the lateral force at the fifth wheel has to satisfy the relationship The FBD of the trailer unsprung mass is identical to that of the tractor unsprung mass, except that the subscript of all the variables need to be changed from "1" (tractor) to "2" (trailer The FBD shown in Fig. A.2 can also be applied to derive the dynamic equation of the trailer sprung mass.
Again, the only difference is that the subscript of all the variables need to be changed from "1" (tractor) to "2" 
